
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
15 October 2020 
 
To: SA Hunters Branch Chairpersons and Regional Coordinators 
 
Re: Guidelines for the use of WhatsApp and Facebook platforms by SA Hunters’ branches 
 
Introduction  
WhatsApp and Facebook are very powerful and effective mediums that branches of SA 
Hunters use to communicate with members and to provide information regarding various 
aspects, including conservation. When these platforms are operated under the banner of 
SA Hunters, branch management are responsible to ensure that the content and 
information placed, continuously comply with the following guidelines:   
 
What belongs on WhatsApp and Facebook:  Only information about SA Hunters’ activities and 
relevant information that promotes the culture of conservation and responsible use. This includes 
photographs and videos of beautiful and interesting plants, animals and natural phenomena.   
 
Posts that do not belong on WhatsApp and Facebook: Any information or posts or an extract of 
posts that include remarks, photographs, sketches, videos with content relating to:  

 jokes  

 dirty/crude language  

 racism  

 sexism 

 paramilitary references 

 politics 

 degrading or defamatory comments that may harm individuals 

 advertisements 

 aspects that are in conflict with SA Hunters’ policies 

 memes (a graphic representation, text, slogan which is often humorous in nature, but which 
contain any of the above elements and often spread like wildfire through the internet) 

 

Hunting photos and videos  

According to the SAHGCA code of conduct, each hunter and member commits himself/herself to, 
among others: “Hunt with compassion and to utilise from nature with utmost discretion and actively 
conserve and promote with love and respect, fauna and flora, soil and water and the life it 
represents, employ my firearms with skill and consideration, and with an understanding for the 
value of life. “It is the responsibility of every hunter, to help build a positive image of hunters. The 
irresponsible posting of hunting photographs and videos can severely damage the image of 
hunting and hunters. If you do place hunting photos and videos, consider the following criteria:  

 Photographs and videos should portray the animal and its environment with respect; 

 Photographs and videos should have a natural environment as background, without 
vehicles, windmills, fences, buildings, abattoirs etc.;  

 The photograph should not show excessive blood on or around the animal; 

 Photographs and videos of blood-smeared hunters are not acceptable;  

 Photographs and videos depicting the so-called tradition of the “eating of raw liver etc.” is 
not acceptable;  
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 Photographs and videos of people sitting on top of the animal or where animals are treated 
with disrespect are not acceptable; 

 Photographs and videos taken of people should preferably be without their hats or caps; 

 Photographs and videos of people wearing a uniform, for example the SA Army or SAPD 
should not be placed; 

 Only photographs of hunters 10 years and older are acceptable; 

 Hunting videos are not acceptable; 
 Take note: The branch is under no obligation to publish submitted photographs or videos.  

 
There are two options for the administration of WhatsApp and Facebook 
Option one 
An open medium allowing everyone to comment. This option is open to abuse unless branch 
management strictly controls posts and ensures that no prohibited topics and conversations are 
posted. If branch management cannot control this, option two is the better alternative.  
 
Option two 
A closed medium with information posted and managed by the branch administrator. No one else 
is able to comment.  
Notes: 

 It is recommended that the branch administrator uploads all posts (photos, videos, etc) with 
either option one or two regarding comments. 

 Messages sent by the national office, such as newsletters, are usually intended for 
members in general, and branches are encouraged to post this information. When the 
national office sends out information that is not intended for public consumption, it will state 
explicitly that it should not be distributed. 

 
Summary  
SA Hunters and its members are responsible hunters and firearm-owners and our conduct should 
always set a good example. Branches using WhatsApp and Facebook represent the face of SA 
Hunters at local level and represent the professional image that we should convey. Irresponsible 
behaviour on social media can severely damage the image and reputation of SA Hunters and 
make it easy for the anti-hunting and anti-firearm lobbies to cast hunting, hunters, and firearm 
owners in a negative light to the detriment of the entire industry. 
 
The branch management of every branch that does not conform to the guidelines above will be 
requested by the national office to explain their actions.   
 
Kind regards, 
  
André van der Merwe 
Manager: Branch and Shooting Matters 


